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WHO WE ARE

We at mercy tourism are a burgeoning team committed to serve with an 

expertise in the travel industry, our team is a conglomeration of commitment 

and quality. Head ofce of mercy tourism is based in Chennai, Tamilnadu.

At Mercy Tourism it is all about service to the best of our ability. Our protocol is 

transparency coupled with value beyond your expectations. We hope and 

assure you that our services are  betting. and assure your family comes back 

with memories to cherish.

Mercy Tourism is a one stop resource destination that provides travelers, 

tourists, students, pilgrims, corporate and multinational companies with 

comprehensive range of services. We offer travel planning, ticketing, passport 

& visa assistance, car hiring and hotel reservations. We are specialized in 

domestic tourism, international tourism, health tourism and edu - tourism with 

experts in every eld guiding with complete knowledge and wisdom.

Hajj & Umrah pilgrimage & halal tourism stands exclusive making us different 

from others

A Step Ahead
A Class Apart



To develop as a brand that is known for being an industry leader and for 

being an innovative, competitive and socially responsible service 

provider. To be known for its customer centricity transparency and 

authenticity.

To be an entity that is prized for its commitments, dedication and service 

par excellence. We believe in lasting bonds through inspiring worthy 

experiences and customer insight in progressive prosperity. To be a 

company which values relationship, through which every customer would 

love to come back to us for our assured memorable experiences.

VISION

MISSION

CORE VALUES

Try not to achieve

success
Try to achieve

values

Integrity, Honesty, Trust Social Responsibility Accountability Quality Excellence

Ethical PracticesCustomer SatisfactionInclusivenessProfessionalism



GUIDANCE    SOLUTION    VISION   TEAMWORK    DIRECTION   STRATEGY   COMMUNICATION   GOAL

LEADERSHIP

Mr.Syed Arif, the founder and chairman of Mercy Ventures is a philanthropist with innovative business ethics. His novel ideas have marked him to be a person with 

salient entrepreneurial spirit. He is personally being a part of multiple business streams with excellent team management, quality standards and best practices in 

every industry he is into. He is known for his relentless pursuit for excellence in business along with integrity and motivational leadership.

Mr.Yousuf Ahmed, an IATA certicate holder from a reputed institute, was a 

diligent member of multinational corporate in the travel industry. He is 

dedicated towards humanitarian assistance and has also ourished as an 

advisor for educational institutions and welfare organizations. With a decade 

experience in the travel industry he also carries rich and varied experience in 

procurement, purchases and logistics.

Mr.Ayazudeen is a master degree holder and Ex-IT professional, had also 

been a mentor and one of the directors of an IT rm. Prior to this he had been 

involved with multi-national medical institutions and has good terms with 

highly specialized doctors. He is also an expertise in social media networking, 

through which he is profoundly taking steps towards the rapid success of 

Mercy Tourism.

DIRECTORS



At Mercy Tourism, we assist the client with a 

review session for their travel plan and this policy 

is designed to benet the client in line with the 

nature of the business. 

This results in helping the clients to be more 

specic about their requirement and to negotiate 

with us accordingly. It also helps them in route 

planning as well as competitive rates with agreed 

hotel groups.

Planning & Consultation
With one of our director being IATA certied, we 

are eligible of acquiring the IATA license and 

have been working on the same. This license 

would allow us to ticket all the airlines registered 

under IATA.

Regardless of this, we have been issuing tickets 

for any airlines with a nominal service fee at any 

instance required for the client. We also issue 

tickets for buses and rails.

Ticketing

Mercy Tourism provides car hiring nationwide 

and internationally as we have ties with multiple 

car hire companies on a global basis. We can 

help our clients in hiring other vehicles like vans 

and busses as well.

Car Hiring

We provide complete guidance for everyone who 

requires a passport, right from lling the 

application form to tracking the delivery of the 

Passport.

With a sub contract of visa specialist companies 

we are able to obtain visa of any country for our 

clients.

Passport & Visa Assistance

Mercy Tourism houses a database of all the 

major International hotels groups. Depending 

on our clients specications we offer rates to our 

clients and the same is booked for them to make 

their journey time saving and benecial. 

Hotel Reservations

SERVICES



Mercy Tourism is a platform where establishment and dedication always 

exceeds. It provides packages for almost all the touring destinations in 

India. Either it be Srinagar in Kashmir or it be the Kanyakumari in Tamil 

Nadu. From the heights of Himalayas to the depths of Andaman,                   

Mercy Tourism gives you complete assistance including hotels and resorts.  

With competitive prices in the industry, we are able to offer our clients their 

best value for money.

When it comes to touring the world, there is a list of reasons for why you have to 

opt travelling with Mercy Tourism. We have been sharing the beauty and charm 

the world has to offer to its travelers. Mercy Tourism serves you through 

international destination packages worldwide. Being one of the fastest 

developing company, we strive to offer best products relentlessly and keep 

improving in every aspect.

To make your trip most advantageous Mercy Tourism will provide you with suitable and user-friendly accommodation helping you to make proper use of time. We 

take complete care enhancing your dining experiences, weather you have open-air breakfast with a mesmerizing atmosphere or a dinner party in a cruise your tour 

will include best culinary experiences.

DOMESTIC TOURISM

INTERNATIONAL TOURISM



Whether you develop a health problem or you are seeking for a specialized medical 

treatment, you'll nd that Mercy Tourism is well programmed to handle most of your 

needs.

Mercy Tourism offers a wide range of hospitals with specialized medical services 

including rehabilitation programs for both outpatient and inpatient. In accordance to 

your medical conditions and needs, we will recommend and schedule medical 

appointments for you with the appropriate specialists and make all the necessary 

arrangements for your visit.

Shakuntala Devi, who was known as “Human Computer” quotes “Education is 

not just about going to school and getting a degree. It's about widening your 

knowledge and absorbing the truth about life”. We at Mercy Tourism believe that 

one can absorb the truth only on a practical basis and to acquire the same 

educational tours are a must.

Mercy Tourism provides you a wide range of options for educational visits across 

the world for various academic departments.

HEALTH TOURISM

EDU - TOURISM



A Muslim is not only concerned about halal food but he opts for everything to be halal. In Islam, halal means that which is permissible. Halal tourism is a trip 

which offers Sharia-compliant facilities. A tourist looking for a Sharia-compliant halal tour doesn't even think of touching alcohol, pork or meat of an animal 

which is not slaughtered in the right method and avoids visits to beaches where scantily-clad tourists sunbathe.

But aren't holidays essentially getaways to pleasure spots? "Pleasure is very subjective term. For Muslims, a holiday is an opportunity to connect with the force who 

created sea and surf, mountains and snow-capped peaks.

He expects privacy for his women who wear hijab and do not prefer intermingling of genders. On a tour a woman would also love to visit swimming pool, 

providing an halal environment for her without men around is also a challenge and halal tourism is the solution for this challenge.

We at Mercy Tourism have designed packages such that a Muslim client is following his 5 times prayer strictly, is served halal food in restaurants with alcohol free 

dining environment and visits to sites which are authentically proven from Islamic history.

HALAL TOURISM



HAJJ & UMRAH

Mercy Tourism has a domain of Hajj and Umrah pilgrimage service. It 

is a pilgrimage not only every Muslim believer dreams of, but also puts 

in his complete effort to prepare himself for the same physically and 

economically.  We believe that this pilgrimage has the strongest impact 

on a muslim. In order to address its importance we handle it with the 

utmost care reecting in the form of service and guidance. 

Our services to the Hajj and Umrah pilgrims are transparent to an extent that 

they can make out how their journey is going to be. We provide multiple 

packages ranging from budget to elite. Our budget package includes a 3 

star hotel in both destinations i.e. Makkah and Madinah. Higher packages 

are guaranteed to be of better class and luxury. Certainly we provide best 

accommodation and food, keeping in mind a pilgrim's necessity of comfort 

and energy to spend more time in worship. Mercy Tourism also provides 

customized packages as required by the pilgrims.

This pilgrimage has a strong bond between the soul and the faith of a believer. And it is a must that one offers his rituals as prescribed by the authentic sources of 

Islam. People take knowledge of English language, mathematics or science from the respective teachers likewise it is mandatory for us to take the knowledge of the 

religion from those who have mastered in Islamic Knowledge. In order to guide the pilgrims a renowned Islamic scholar accompanies them in their journey.

Services

Guidance



Mercy Tourism can make your dream of starting a tours and travel company 

come true. Get into the world of entrepreneurship and become a business 

owner. All you have to do is, take a franchise of Mercy Tourism in your 

district, town or city.

Why Tours and Travels Franchise?
Travel industry, known as a recession proof industry even in economic hard times 

has a continuous growth. People are bound to travel for multiple reasons. Few take 

multiple holidays yearly or even weekend vacations and for this, a good travel agent 

is their source. The clients keep coming to the travel agents so often or back to back 

for vacations. This is advantageous and one has no option other than being an 

entrepreneur in such an industry.

Not only vacations, ticketing and pilgrimage are also the most required elds in the 

industry.

Why Mercy Tourism?

Travel industry is quite expensive when thinking to start up. One has to work towards the establishment of a new company tirelessly and to make a complete setup for the 

company to function. In addition, there are set of certications and registrations involving huge  investments. Not only in the place of startup but also in other countries 

where services are to be offered.  For example, to have a tie up with good resorts and hotel there is a tiring process  and money involved.

Mercy Tourism offers you franchise in a very reasonable price, which makes your investment way more lower, as we take up the responsibility of your destinations and 

other procedures.

Give us an opportunity on desk to make the business more transparent and ourish along with us. Your intention, intelligence,  integrity and investment can get you an 

opportunity to be a business owner in alliance with one of the fastest developing travel company. 

BUSINESS EXPANSION Opportunities don't happen

They are created



Mercy Tourism is currently a travel assistant for many companies and organizations ranging from small to medium sectors. Our client prole also includes 

educational institutions.

Our clientele is not only limited to the cities where we operate from but are also spread through-out the nation and also throughout the globe. Our clients are very 

happy with our services is the belief every team member of Mercy Tourism has.

We provide an efcient, cost-effective and condent service and Mercy Tourism is always happy to serve its clients according to their diverse requirements and it is 

only our clients who can understand us the best.

CLIENT RELATIONSHIPS

having an attitude of

Gratitude



TravelLet’sGo
We wish to serve to �e best of our ability. Our protocol is transparency 

coupled wi� value f� your money. We hope and assure you �at our packages 
are befitting and assure your family comes back wi� mem�ies to cherish.

Follow us on:

Hyderabad
89397 54455

Jaipur
95498 84455

Srinagar
91761 84455

Bangalore
91765 94455

Head Office

#100, Bharathi Salai (Pycrofts Road),
Kat Bava Masjid 1st Floor, Royapettah, Chennai - 14

www.mercytourism.com

+91-99625 84455 |+91-95510 94455 | +9144 4855 2355 

info@mercytourism.com | mercytourism@gmail.com

Towards a Merciful Journey
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